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Abstract
Background and Aim: The vestibular system
contributes in the stabilization of the head and
body, orientation, and gazing through the processing of sensory inputs. A wealth of evidence
supports the involvement of vestibular information in higher functions, too.
Methods: In this paper, we reviewed the previous studies on the effect of the vestibular system on memory as one of the cognitive functions.
Results: Clinical and laboratory findings indicate the association of vestibular inputs (besides
postural control and oculomotor) with a variety
of higher functions, especially memory function. Because part of the memory function is
determined by other cognitive processes i.e. attention capacity, emotional disturbances, and
executive functions, the study of the effect of
vestibular inputs on these functions provides a
more accurate view of how the vestibular inputs
affect memory performance.
Conclusion: Although our current knowledge
on vestibular-memory interaction is increasing,
the exact involvement of vestibular signals in
memory representations is still unclear and
needs further studies to determine the theoretical basis of vestibular involvement in memory
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Introduction
The vestibular system is one of the oldest sensory systems [1]. This system is enclosed deeply
in the inner ear and surrounded by thick temporal bones. This small but complex structure
provides sensory information about acceleration
and head movement in space [2,3]. Vestibular
signals are important in vertebrates, because
they provide information of self-movement and
the implementation of these moves in any environment [2]. These signals are also important in
human embryonic life so that vestibular inputs
tend to orient the embryo during delivery [4].
In everyday life, vestibular receptors continuously monitor the movement of the head to help
maintain its balance and orientation toward
the target. These signals are also important for
some autonomic reflexes, which tend to stabilize the gaze (oculomotor) and the posture
(muscular) [5]. However, vestibular afferent signals continuously work (even when the person
is in a stable position). Usually, the final signal
by the vestibular system is ignored unless it
receives an unusual stimulus (e.g. a jerky boat)
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or gets damaged. Then, the significant vestibular responses such as vertigo (illusion of rotation or swaying), visual disturbances or instability occur and the vital role of the vestibular
system becomes clear [6].
After vestibular dysfunction, besides severe
abnormal symptoms of dizziness and imbalance,
disabling mental outcomes such as cognitive,
psychological, and autonomic impairments occur [7]. These effects are not noticeable in other
sensory disturbances (such as vision, olfactory),
so it may be a reflection of the wide network of
vestibular projection which extends into multiple cortical and subcortical regions such as brain
stem, basal ganglia, hippocampus, cerebellum
and cerebral cortex –all related to higher functions [2]. This broad network shows multimodal
vestibular processing compared to other sensory
modalities. Unlike other senses that send their
information to a specific area in the cerebral
cortex, information of the vestibular system integrates with other sensory inputs (i.e. vision,
joints, skin and muscles) throughout the central
nervous system (CNS). As a result, there is no
central vestibular area (similar to other primary
sensory cortex areas), which only responds to
vestibular inputs [8].
Considering what was discussed, the unique role
of the vestibular system in everyday functions
cannot be ignored. Although, the role of the vestibular system in cognitive functions has been
previously overlooked, several studies have recently examined the involvement of the vestibular system in motor, cognitive, affective and
perceptive functions [9]. Clinical and laboratory
evidence indicates the association of vestibular
inputs (besides postural control and oculomotor)
with a variety of higher functions, especially
memory, as one of the cognitive functions [10].
Various studies have investigated the relationship between vestibular system and memoryrelated processes in different vestibular disturbances; some of these studies have used artificial stimulation of the vestibular system, too.
Since part of the memory function is determined
by other cognitive processes (i.e. attention, perception, motivation), the study of vestibular
inputs on these functions provides a more
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accurate view of how the vestibular system
affect memory performance. In the continuation,
after a brief overview of the vestibulo-cortical
maps, the involved pathways are explained.
Then, we will review the studies of various
vestibular disorders as well as those studies that
used artificial stimulation of the vestibular system. Finally, the effect of other cognitive functions on the relationship between the vestibular
system and the memory processing will be discussed.
The vestibulo-cortical maps
Sending projections from vestibular signals to
cortical and subcortical regions shows how the
information of the vestibular system integrates
in the central nervous system and participates
in a series of reflexive and higher functions
[11,12]. By artificial stimulation of the vestibular system (reducing visual and proprioceptive inputs), several important cortical regions
activate which represents the neuroanatomical
basis for the involvement of vestibular signals in
a variety of cognitive processes. These areas
include the parietal cortex, the temporo-parietoinsular and retro-insular cortex, the cingulate
cortex, the frontal cortex and numerous subcortical structures, including thalamus, basal ganglia, and cerebellum [13].
Based on these extensive projections, it is quite
clear that many vestibular regions in the cerebral cortex have not been located in a single
region. With the electrical stimulation of the
posterior insula, the sense of vestibular stimulation is induced. In addition, the parieto-insular
vestibular cortex (PIVC) is associated with
other cortical regions related to vestibular processing. Owning to these two features, this region, especially in non-human primates, is suggested as a primary vestibular cortex [13-16].
Of course, the PIVC also receives other sensory
inputs, for example, reception of proprioceptive
inputs during body movements, when the head
is stable. As a result, vestibular signals converge
with other sensory modalities along the central
nervous system; therefore, the likelihood
that PIVC is a distinct primary cortex with
topographic organization, like other sensory
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modalities, is weak [14].
The current knowledge about the target areas
of vestibulo-cortical projections has increased
after using various research methods (neurochemical, neuroimaging, brain stimulation, lesion
examination). Through this new methods and
information, we can show the potential role of
vestibular inputs in functions beyond maintaining balance [11,13,17,18]. Most vestibular
signals in the cortex are reflected in three main
pathways: 1) to the brain stem nuclei (raphe
nucleus and locus coeruleus), 2) to subcortical
structures or cortical regions of motion and vision (i.e. the cerebellum and occipital lobe) and
3) to the cortical regions related to cognitive
processing, autonomic functions, and mental
health through several direct, such as parabrachial nucleus (PBN), and indirect, such as the
hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, mainly through
thalamus [19].
Neuroanatomical information plays an important role in providing evidence for vestibular
involvement in cognition [7]. One of the strongest anatomical evidence for cognitive vestibular interactions is vestibular projections to
memory cortical regions [20]. In the next section, we will review these pathways.
Vestibular-memory pathways
Vestibular pathways that reach (indirectly) the
hippocampus, memory processing area, are important to create anatomical substrate for the participation of vestibular signals in cognition, especially spatial memory [21]. There are four hypothetical main pathways for sending vestibular
signals to hippocampus. Fig. 1 shows an outline
of these pathways, including the (a) vestibulothalamo-cortical pathway, (b) theta pathway, (c)
head direction pathway and (d) the vestibulocerebello-cortical pathway [18].
Pathway (a) sends the spatial and self-movement information through the parietal, entorhinal, and perirhinal cortices to the hippocampus. Pathway (b) sends information to the hippocampus via the pontine reticular formation,
supramammillary nucleus and medial septum
and is responsible for memory processing. Pathway (c) is related to the head orientation and
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before the hippocampus, it sends information
through the dorsal tegmental nucleus to the
lateral mammillary nucleus and anterodorsal
thalamic nucleus. Finally, information on spatial
learning is probably transmitted through pathway (d), which passes through the cerebellum
and ventral lateral nucleus of thalamus
[13,18,22]. In addition to hippocampus, basal
ganglia is also a key area in spatial recognition.
There is probably a fifth hypothetical path that
goes through the striatum and plays a role in
spatial learning and spatial memory [13].
By considering the pathways and nerve networks that are activated by vestibular signals
(including the above paths), it is clear that there
are several regions that receive vestibular signals and also play a role in memory processing
[23,24]. Table 1 presents the neuroanatomical
overlap between main memory centers and
vestibulo-cortical pathways.
The temporal region of the brain (especially the
hippocampus) is responsible for guiding various
aspects of memory, especially spatial memory
and navigation and is involved in the vestibular
cortical network [23]. In these anatomical models, vestibular signals are not sent directly to
memory cortical regions and effect of these
signals on memory functions is not shown, but
the overlap between different networks indicates
the potential association of vestibular signals
and memory functions [24].
The effect of vestibular signals on memory is
related to cognitive maps formed in the region
of hippocampus and parahippocampus (i.e. entorhinal, perirhinal, and postrhinal cortices) [13].
The activity of the place cells (activity in certain
places), the border cells (indicating the boundaries of the environment), the head direction
cells (activity when the head is directed in a
certain direction) and the grid cells (creating
information about the variable position of the
person in space) combine to represent the inner
impression of the environment [25]. These maps
represent the spatial characteristics of an event
and are probably the first step in the formation
of spatial memory [13].
Smith et al. explained how the relationship between cortical overlap and memory processing
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Table 1. Neuroanatomical overlap between vestibulo-cortical pathways and main memory centers
Structure

Sub-component of memory

Pathway

Frontal cortex

Working memory

Vestibulo-thalamo-cortical, The
anterior cingulate cortex connects
vestibular areas (for example, insula) to
prefrontal areas [3]

Parietal cortex

Episodic memory, long-term memory
(LTM), spatial representation

Vestibulo-thalamo-cortical & vestibulocerebello-cortical pathway (via the
ventral lateral nucleus of the thalamus)
see Fig. 1

Hippocampus

Declarative memory, spatial
representation, navigation,
autobiographical

See Fig. 1

Amygdala

Emotional learning, retention of
emotional experiences

Limbic areas have two-way
communications with amygdala and
vestibular nuclei [11]

Entorhinal cortex

Acts as a mediator between the
hippocampus (new memory encoding)
and the neocortex (remote memory),
spatial representation

Vestibulo-thalamo-cortical & Headdirection pathway see Fig. 1

Thalamus

Declarative memory, Internal
representations of reality

Multiple thalamus nuclei receive
vestibular inputs and then relay to the
cortex [14]

Cingulate cortex

Primary memory acquisition (anterior
part) and episodic memory retrieval
(posterior section)

Vestibulo-thalamo-cortical route see
Fig. 1

Cerebellum

Procedural memory, conditional
learning

Various vestibular projections go to the
cerebellum; passing otolith signals from
the vestibular nuclei, medullary
reticular formation, inferior olive and
lateral reticular nucleus to the cerebellar
nuclei [12]

Basal ganglia

Procedural memory, working memory,
conditional learning, acts as an
inhibitory gate keeper [16]

Possible pathway between the
vestibular nucleus and striatum

is. According to them, since the movement is
vital for the continuation of life [26], the vestibular system is designed specifically to detect
changes in the individual's movement (i.e. is the
head upright, is it fixed, what speed/direction do
I go?) [27], so probably the vestibular signals
somehow show themselves in memory representations [1]. Although some vestibular inputs
are expanded in the cortex and converge with
other sensory inputs and motor signals, they are
not fully isolated in memory functions [8,13].
By providing basic information about the individual's movements (as a reference for other
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sensory inputs), these inputs provide an unparalleled contribution to memory processing and
allow accurate and simultaneous cognitive and
motor functions [26]. In addition, the vestibular
disorder causes damage to spatial memory and
navigation, so the patients with vestibular disorder show spatial memory impairment regardless of having normal cognitive function. Thus,
the strong link between vestibular performance
and spatial-cognitive-vision skills is confirmed.
The role of the vestibular system in spatial perception and spatial memory has been investigated in numerous studies [1]. In this regard,
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Hippocampus
Hippocampus

Hippocampus
Entorhinal cortex
Perirhinal cortex

Entorhinal cortex
Postsubiculum
Retrosplenial cortex

Temporal, parietal,
frontal cortex
Thalamus

Hippocampus

Dentate nucleus
Nucleus post interpositus

Medial septum

Flocculus, paraflocculus

Posterior hypothalamic region
Supramammillary region

Dorsal tegmental nucleus

Pedunculopontine tegmental
nucleus, pontine reticular
formation

Pedunculopontine tegmental
nucleus, pontine reticular
formation

Vestibular nucleus

Vestibular nucleus

Vestibular nucleus

Vestibular nucleus

A

B

C

D

Parietal cortex
Medial geniculate and
ventral posterior
inferior thalamic
Nucleus

Anterodorsal thalamic nucleus
Lateral mammillary nucleus

Fig. 1. Neuroanatomical model of vestibular-hippocampal routes: A) Thalamo-cortical route,
B) Head-direction route, C) Vestibulo-cerebello-cortical pathway, D) Theta-generating route
(septohippocampal route).

after the vestibular disorder, damage to the
short-term memory capacity, in addition to
spatial memory, are discussed [28].
Effect of vestibular dysfunction on memory
In the 1960s, it was first shown that, animals
for navigation and remembering paths, in addition to the visual signs, use other idiothetic and
non-visual signs such as atrial info and deep
sense [26,29]. The first clinical evidence of the
impact of vestibular disorders on spatial memory impairment was presented in 1989 by
Grimm et al. [30]. In the following decades,
various studies have shown that abnormalities
in one or both vestibular labyrinths lead to
non-orientation of animals in memory exercises
(searching or navigating paths learned) and
there is no possibility of learning new spatial
locations for them [31]. The obtained data from
individuals with vestibular disorders such as
perilymph fistula syndrome [30], bilateral vestibular neuroectomy [22,32], bilateral partial vestibular disorder [33] and unilateral compensated
labyrinthine impairment (non-vertigo) [34] also
confirm these findings. Of course, it should be
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noted that perilymph fistula syndrome also
causes hearing impairment, which can be a
reason for other cognitive impairments [30].
However, a new epidemiological study on the
impact of vestibular disorder on age-related
cognitive functions (with control of auditory
and visual impairments) has been shown that
declining vestibular function is associated with
worsening of cognitive function in visuospatial
tests (including visual memory), but does not
affect executive function or verbal memory
[35]. In these studies, after the vestibular disorder, damage to spatial memory, delay in spatial learning and navigating and damage to
spatial short-term memory capabilities have
been seen [22,30,32-34] which does not correlate with the normal cognitive, perceptive,
and movement capacities (including non-spatial
memory) or other standard assessments [36].
With regard to this information, if there is a
disturbance in the vestibular system, at least
some of memory functions are damaged. Thus,
normal vestibular function is essential for some
memory processes, especially for visuospatial
information [10,26].
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Hippocampus plays a key role in the study of
how to store and represent spatial information;
therefore, following a vestibular dysfunction,
neuroanatomical effects are likely to be expected in addition to behavioral changes [7].
Damage to spatial memory that occurs following vestibular impairment is probably related
to dysfunction of hippocampus, because both
the place cell responses [37] and theta rhythm
[38-40] become abnormal. In contrast, the field
potentials of CA1 and dentate gyrus and longterm potentiation (LTP) are not significantly
affected by bilateral vestibular impairment [41].
Lack of vestibular inputs changes the functions
of the hippocampus [22]. Along with this
theory, studies on the hippocampal morphology
following bilateral vestibular impairment have
shown numerous and different results, such as
bilateral hippocampal atrophy (approximately
17%) about 5 to 10 years after surgery [22] to
no significant changes after a shorter period [4244]. In patients with unilateral vestibular neurectomy, no results of hippocampal atrophy has
been observed [18]. In patients with unilateral
Meniere disorder, bilateral hippocampal atrophy
has been reported with a further reduction on
the left side [45]. It has also been observed
that bilateral vestibular impairment leads to a
bilateral reduction in the gray matter of the
CA3 region of the hippocampus, and the rate
of reduction is consistent with the degree of
clinical vestibular impairment [46]. In addition,
bilateral vestibular disorders leads to morphological changes in the hippocampus, in the form
of decrease in the number of basal dendrites
(not apical) of CA1 [47] and N-Methyl-DAspartate (NMDA) receptors in the hippocampus [43]. There is a hypothesis that vestibular
dysfunction also contributes in the development
of the Alzheimer disease by affecting the hippocampus and other regions of the medial temporal lobe [48]. Such changes in the hippocampal atrophy have not been observed in rats
with bilateral vestibular disorders [43,44]. One
possible explanation for this observation is that
in rats with bilateral vestibular disorders, locomotor hyperactivity is observed, which may
neutralize the effects of vestibular impairment
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on hippocampus [37,43,49].
In a study by Kremmydal et al., significant
atrophy was observed in the mid-hippocampus
and posterior parahippocampus areas in patients
with bilateral reduced vestibular function. Moreover, the atrophy of the hippocampus structure
has been observed in partial bilateral [33] and
complete unilateral vestibular disorders [50]. A
number of researchers have reported similar results, the most structural changes observed between patients with bilateral damage and less
changes after unilateral/partial damage, because
in these cases, there is still enough information
from the remaining healthy labyrinth for compensation [18,45,50-52]. In healthy subjects
with unusual memory experiences, changes in
the hippocampus are also seen in response to
vestibular inputs. For example, Hüfner et al.
observed changes such as reduction in the size
of the anterior portions and the enlargement of
the posterior sections of the hippocampus in
professional slack liners [53]. Considering the
results of these findings, the change in vestibular inputs affect the morphology of the hippocampus. This effect is complex and in different
vestibular syndromes, it will be different according to the latest posture/spatial experience [7].
Numerous animal studies demonstrate that temporary or permanent vestibular impairment leads to a disturbance in the selective firing of
place cells of the hippocampus in rats [37,54].
In addition, the effect of bilateral vestibular
degeneration has also been seen in the hippocampal theta rhythm, a large-amplitude electroencephalography oscillation; this rhythm is created by coordinating and combining the firings
of the hippocampal place cells during motion
and navigating [40,55]. In a study, the researcher reported that after the vestibular damage in
rodents, firing of the head-direction cells in the
postsubiculum and the anterior thalamus decreases [54,56]. With the temporary removal of
theta oscillations in the medial entorhinal cortex
(using an intratympanic injection), the firing of
the grid cells disappears. The results of animal
studies on the effect of the vestibular system on
the firing characteristics of cells indicate the
active and strong support of these signals by
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spatial coding and navigating [57].
Effect of artificial vestibular stimulation on
memory
Information from the vestibular system for selfmovement is essential for the growth of normal
spatial memory. For this purpose, various studies have examined the effect of changing
or enhancing the signals of the vestibular system
on memory [26]. Astronauts' findings in space
have created a unique opportunity for temporary
changes in vestibular inputs, because in weightlessness status, the participation of the otolithic
sense in gravity is eliminated [10]. Although
microgravity cognitive effects (conditions where no otolithic inputs exist) varies, the impairment of visuospatial functions (for example,
referring to memorized places with closed
eyes) has been considered in various studies
[10,58,59]. The results of these studies, besides
confirming previous findings, suggest that
temporary reduction in memory performance in
healthy subjects is similar to those who have
recently had an experience of vestibular disorder
(without any specific symptoms, such as hearing
loss or prolonged dizziness). Of course, in
healthy people, non-vestibular factors such as
anxiety and sleep deprivation can also lead to
cognitive impairment [58].
Laboratory methods are used to study the effect
of increased vestibular stimulation. These practices, besides clinical applications, can be used
in research because of their low cost, non-invasiveness, safety and easy to use implementation [60-62]. In some studies, the effect of vestibular stimulation on memory has been studied.
Extra-threshold electrical currents in galvanic
vestibular stimulation (GVS) induce a similar
effect to mild vestibular impairment [63]. GVS
activates vestibular nerve by inducing a small
flow through the mastoid prominent skin to the
vestibular system. GVS activates the discharge
zone of primary vestibular afferents and by
producing irregular firings of vestibular afferents, leading to depolarization (cathodic stimulation) or hyperpolarization (anodic stimulation)
of vestibular nerve [64,65]. Functional imaging
studies in humans show that using galvanic
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atrium stimulation, a network of multimodal
cortical regions (including insular cortex, superior temporal gyrus, temporo-parietal cortex,
basal ganglia and anterior cingulate gyrus [66],
PIVC, temporo-parietal joint [67] and hippocampus [64] are activated. Therefore, GVS may
have a positive effect on the activation of
memory-related brain regions [68]. Stimulation
with more GVS intensity can sometimes lead to
disturbances in the vestibular system and will
have a positive effect when less stimulation
occurs [26,31]. This stimulation method has led
to a shift in the behavior of normal individuals
in the practice of short-term visuospatial
memory [63]. Therefore, there is probably a
close connection between GVS, vestibular system, the memory [68]. However, the reason for
memory impairment with extra-threshold GVS
is unknown, this may be due to indirect relation
to visual impairment (i.e. oscillopsia or nystagmus), or direct relation to cognitive resource
conflicts due to inappropriate inputs of vestibular, visual and proprioceptive systems [10].
To avoid these limitations, Wilkinson et al. used
small sub-sensory GVS [69]. GVS leads to
improved visual memory recall, speed and
accuracy [68,69]. Although several studies have
shown improvement in cognitive performance
after a session of using noisy or stochastic GVS
in healthy people, there is little information on
the efficacy of repeated GVS in pathologic
conditions. In a study with presentation of
low frequency noisy GVS presentation during
learning and recall stages, spatial memory function improved in rats with cognitive impairment. This effect may be related to the effective
and frequent activity of vestibular neurons and
the hippocampal regions of the vestibular
system. The study results have shown the potential benefits of this approach in encountering
the cognitive decline caused by sporadic AD
[64].
It has also been observed that caloric vestibular
stimulation (CVS) using water improves visual
memory [70]. In CVS, with warm stimulation,
the ipsilateral hemisphere and with cold stimulation, the contralateral hemisphere is activated
[71]. By stimulation of the left ear with cold
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water, increased spatial memory for visual
places is observed and by stimulation of the
right ear, increased verbal memory in visually
presented words is observed. Thus, as a result
of CVS, facilitating cerebral blood flow in the
opposite brain structures, which is needed for
verbal and spatial cognitive processing, leads to
improved visual memory [70]. Of course, during interpreting the results, attention should be
paid to the complications of CVS, such as nausea and visual disturbances (nystagmus), as it
may lead to impaired vestibular influences on
cognitive functions [72]. Considering the results
of various studies, memory functions are affected by increased activity of the vestibule after
artificial stimulation and this effect is likely to
be positive and beneficial. These methods
stimulate different parts of the vestibular system
and have different applications; therefore, before drawing any conclusions regarding the stability and mechanism of the effect, more explanations and studies are needed [10].
Related vestibular-cognitive effects
Evidence from various studies suggests that
other cognitive processes may also be affected
by changes in vestibular inputs. Therefore, in
order to investigate the relationship between
vestibular signals and memory, their effects on
cognitive functions should be considered regardless of reflexive functions [73].
Since part of the memory function is determined
by other cognitive processes (attention capacities, emotional disturbances, executive function), the study of the effect of vestibular inputs
on these functions provides a more accurate
view of how the vestibular inputs affect memory
performance [10]. In this section, we will review the available evidence for various functional interactions.
Visuospatial abilities
The results of various studies indicate that the
vestibular system is likely to have a specific and
significant contribution to the organization of
the representation of two or three-dimensional
spaces. Therefore, the stimulation of the vestibular system or its impairment affects cognitive
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processes such as spatial memory and navigating (which are used to determine the position
of an individual or an external goal in a three
dimensional space and rely on these mental
representations) [10]. Because there are several
brain regions that respond both to vestibular
inputs and to visuospatial processing (e.g. the
hippocampus, insula, superior temporal gyrus,
inferior parietal lobe, temporo-parietal joint,
ventral intraparietal cortex and posterior parietal
cortex), these effects can be interpreted by considering cortical networks activated by stimulation of the vestibular system [10,62,74,75].
Therefore, when the vestibular system is impaired, a cascade of neurological changes (through the vestibulo-cortical network) is likely to
occur, which will damage the cognitive aspects
of spatial vision, such as navigation, mental
imagery, and memory [26].
Attention capacities
Studies in normal people have shown that cognitive functions decrease with increasing need
for preservation of the posture [10,29]. Thus,
maintaining the balance is a complex process
and extends beyond a simple reflex performance. It uses different cognitive resources
when needed and weakens processes such as
memory activities. This effect is especially noticeable in the elderly, because they are at risk of
vestibular dysfunction and cognitive impairment
[76].
There is empirical evidence of a functional relationship between vestibular and memory systems, for example, in people with vestibular
dysfunction, the balance and functions of
cognitive domains do not work individually
[21]. The studies conducted on using dual tasks
indicate that in situations where there is a
disturbance of balance, attentional capacities
is dedicated to balance. On the other hand,
in difficult mental exercises, attentional resources are taken from equilibrium exercises,
resulting in symptoms like dizziness. It should
be noted, on the other hand, that dizziness
can disrupt attention to mental exercises. The
underlying mechanisms of these findings are
still unclear. However, there are two possible
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causes: limited overall capacity (i.e. reduction
of attention resources due to postural instability
and widespread cognitive damage after that),
or competition in the use of specific spatial
processing resources (disturbance in spatial
reference detection after vestibular disorder or
direct effect of postural disturbance on specific
spatial cognitive exercises) [77]. The results of
various studies indicate that postural function is
associated with limited capacity and increased
attention needs in equilibrium exercises. If this
relationship exists, vestibular involvement in the
process of memory processing may indicate a
widespread effect of vestibular stimulation or
the general discharge of attentional resources
due to a vestibular dysfunction that extends to
multiple cognitive functions, for example, attention and information processing, and it is not
just limited to the functions of spatial memory
[20].
Executive function
Sensory stimulation during physical exercises is
effective on the proliferation and neurogenesis
of the cells in the hippocampus. Therefore, vestibular stimulation during physical exercises
may cause neurogenesis of the cell in the dentate gyrus [78]. Equilibrium exercises increase
memory performance and spatial recognition in
people with a healthy vestibular system [79].
Moderate physical exercises for at least 20−30
minutes, two or three times a week, improve
cognitive performance in the elderly [80] and
reduces the risk of developing AD [81]. This
effect has been seen even with the control of
vascular disorders, locomotor disorders and
other risk factors for AD, which can be related
to exercise. The beneficial effects of exercises
on delaying and preventing AD are parallel to
increasing blood flow in vestibular nucleus and
higher vestibular centers, but such an effect was
not observed in cochlear nuclei and other
hearing centers [82]. Physical exercise results in
improved vestibulospinal and vestibulo-ocular
reflexes [83]. Physical exercise affects the
volume of the anterior hippocampus (the entry
of vestibular inputs) in AD but has no effect on
the caudate core or volume of thalamus [84].
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Psychiatric disorders
In addition to the vestibular-cognitive communication described above, clinical reports
show a clear relationship between vestibular
dysfunction and psychiatric symptoms like
panic, anxiety, and depression. Patients with
vestibular dysfunction suffer from emotional
disturbances and depression [11,58,86] and
people with psychiatric conditions often complain of feelings of dizziness and instability
[87]. The emotional state of individuals is a factor in changing learning and memory abilities
[88]. Animals with high levels of anxiety usually have poor learning and memory functions
[89]. Anxious people tend to scan the environment more in comparison with relaxed people
(regardless of the existence of intimidating stimuli or threats), with more head movements and
different orientations [90]. Such a tedious scan
causes conflicts in their capacity with environmental events and reflects the general inability
to keep their attention focused on targeted
stimuli, which, in turn, affects the information
needed to learn and memory [89].
When vestibular involvement is considered in
memory function, this two-way communication
should also be taken into account; because
mental problems can lead to cognitive impairment (such as damage to attention and working
memory in schizophrenia or excessive attention
to threatening triggers in panic disorder) [91]. In
fact, PBN creates a direct link between the
vestibular system and the limbic system (including amygdala, locus coeruleus, hypothalamus
and prefrontal cortex) that are involved in emotional processing and mental disorders [11].
Vestibulo-hippocampal interactions can also
cause psychological symptoms, as this area is
involved in both spatial and emotional processing [29]. In other words, any cognitive
disorder can potentially have a psychological
and or vestibular origin [7,21,29].
Conclusion
In this paper, clinical and laboratory evidence
was presented about the association of vestibular inputs (besides postural control and
oculomotor) with a variety of higher functions,
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especially memory. Ascending vestibular pathways send vast projections to areas involved in
spatial memory and navigation, such as hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, and thalamus. Therefore, damage to the vestibular system causes
spatial memory disturbance and results in structural changes in the hippocampus. In addition,
various studies in healthy adults indicate that
microgravity conditions lead to memory errors,
while artificial stimulation of the vestibular system with temperature or electrical flow facilitates memory function.
Although, the two systems are connected and
our current knowledge about vestibule-memory
interactions is increasing, the involvement of
atrial signals in memory representations are still
unclear. It seems that balance is a complex process based on cognitive resources and factors.
Therefore, further studies are needed to diagnose the relationship between vestibular and
memory systems and to determine the theoretical basis of vestibular involvement in memory
processing.
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